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We invoke the Huygens principle to derive dispersion characteristics of acoustic transformational meta-
surfaces that can deflect parallel wavefronts in a desired direction. We also propose a dual-Lorentz
resonator whose aperture fields can be tuned by geometrical changes to implement a particular phase
with unity reflection coefficient. The proposed metascreen is designed by our arranging slightly detuned
Lorentz cavities that generate the necessary interference to compensate for the incident wavefronts. Since
a complete 0–2π range of the reflection phase is achieved, the metascreen can steer a beam across the full
horizon. Moreover, since the proposed dual resonator has subwavelength dimensions, the metascreen is
capable of high-resolution imaging, which is an essential trait in cloaking and deceptive acoustics. Suc-
cessful demonstration of acoustic beam steering and carpet cloaking is done for a wavelength of 790 mm
with the help of full-wave simulations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.10.064030

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of photonic crystals kindled interest
among the scientific community in engineered electromag-
netic structures [1–3]. Since the unit-cell dimensions of
these periodic structures (i.e., the periodicity) is on the
order of a wavelength, most of the interesting wave effects,
such as the photonic band gaps, were observed in the
higher-order spectra [4]. The advent of metamaterials can
be regarded as a milestone in the field of dispersion engi-
neering that introduced the design of true artificial bulk
media that possess properties beyond those of naturally
occurring materials. The term “metamaterial” was initially
coined to represent the periodic structures that demonstrate
a negative refractive index in their fundamental Brillouin
zone [5,6]. Later, the term was generalized to also encom-
pass other artificial structures with unique electromagnetic
properties. Examples include plasmonic [7], chiral [8], and
photonic [9,10] metamaterials. Similar phenomena were
observed in photonic crystals in the near-to-wavelength
optical regimes [11,12].

On the parallel lines, taking into account the equivalence
of the acoustic wave dynamics and the Maxwell equations
[13], analogous dispersive phenomena were also revealed
in classical structures that support mechanical and acoustic

*masharif@taibahu.edu.sa

waves [14–22]. Quite extraordinarily, the possibility of
overcoming the diffraction limit was explored in a slab of
double-negative acoustic metamaterial that can image both
the far-field and the near-field modes [22–27].

The two-dimensional metamaterial counterpart, known
as a “metasurface” for its unusual dispersive properties,
was the subject of intense research in previous decades
[28–30]. The usefulness of a metasurface stems from its
property of subwavelength periodicity and thickness that
make it a low-profile interface that introduces a sudden
change in amplitude and phase. Since metasurfaces are
periodic structures, most of their applications are based
on their property of spectral selection, such as filtering
metasurfaces [30,31] and optical and acoustic absorbers
[32,33]. The concept of a metasurface is more general and
is applied to a wide range of applications. The earlier-
introduced artificial impedance surfaces have similar dis-
persion characteristics but were primarily used to suppress
the surface waves [34].

More recently, Huygens surfaces [35] were introduced
as a class of nonperiodic metasurfaces in which the adja-
cent cells are slightly different from each other so that
a particular phase profile can be synthesized. The idea
is rooted in the Huygens principle and its field equiva-
lence suggested by Schelkunoff [36]. The dispersion can
be tailored by forcing a specific current or field phase
distribution that allows the construction of an arbitrary
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shaped wavefront close to the boundary of the metasur-
face, leading to beam forming and focusing [35,37]. Not
long ago, an acoustic Fresnel reflector [38] and a confor-
mal metasurface for illusion acoustics [39] were suggested.
These two recent publications present a similar method
of wavefront synthesis but exploit two different types of
detuned resonant unit cells. The unit cells used by Dubois
et al. [39] were cylindrical Helmholtz-type resonators that
have considerable absorption. On the other hand, Amin
et al. used air-filled slit-shaped cavities constructed with
rigid acoustic material that are matched to free space with
no significant absorption, leading to near-unity reflection
coefficients. Furthermore, since these unit cells are oper-
ated in the Fano-resonance band marked by sharp phase
profiles [40–47], the adjacent cells have almost identi-
cal dimensions, leading to a low-profile flat metascreen
geometry [38].

In this paper, we present a general method to reconstruct
the reflected wavefront in a certain direction by first deriv-
ing a generalized dispersion equation of a Huygens acous-
tic metasurface. Subsequently, detuned binary resonant
unit cells are used to construct the required dispersion pro-
file for beam-steering and cloaking applications. The meta-
surface is phase modulated by our varying the height of
the adjacent resonator, resulting in subwavelength unit-cell
dimensions of approximately λ/5 × λ/12. An analogous
wavefront-synthesis method has been used traditionally by
antenna engineers to design reflect arrays in which adja-
cent antenna elements (usually resonant patches) are phase
shifted by implementation of slightly different geometries
[48]. In the case of reflect arrays, however, the antenna
elements are separated by the order of a wavelength and
hence the beam forming is executed by the superposition
and cancellation of electric fields in desired directions [49].
In the case of Huygens surfaces, the phase correction is
applied over the subwavelength order and hence the result-
ing wavefronts have significantly higher resolution, which
is an essential requirement in applications such as cloaking
and other forms of illusion acoustics [39].

II. DISPERSION EQUATION OF A REFLECTING
HUYGENS METASURFACE

Consider the generalized problem of wavefront reflec-
tion in Fig. 1(a), where a Huygens metasurface placed per-
pendicular to the incident acoustic rays causes the reflected
wavefronts to propagate at an arbitrary angle θ . Alterna-
tively, as depicted in the phase space [Fig. 1(b)], each ray
would gain an additional phase of k(x)d′ inside the unit
cell it impinges on. Invoking the Huygens principle, we
can rearrange the secondary wave sources so that a planar
wavefront is created at an inclined angle θ . Therefore, the
two acoustic paths shown in Fig. 1(b) should be equal:

kmind′

ω
+ koD sin θ

ω
= k(x)d′

ω
+ ko(D − x) sin θ

ω
. (1)

w

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Reflection from a flat Huygens surface. (a) Mecha-
nism of reflection showing the phase (k) vectors. (b) The phase
space showing the incident and reflected wavefronts and basis
for the dispersion equation. The resulting dispersion equation is
indicated at the bottom.

Equating k(x)d′ = φ(x) and kmind′ = φmin, we can obtain
the following dispersion equation:

φ(x) = φmin + xko sin θ . (2)

To demonstrate the wave propagation in the presence of the
metasurface, we simulate a metasurface at a frequency of
434 Hz with a sufficiently large aperture of approximately
40λ to create planar wavefronts. Isotropic point sources of
unity amplitude are placed at the unit-cell locations with
the modulated phase obtained from Eq. (2). A superposi-
tion of the Fourier components is calculated at 434 Hz,
and the phases of the vectorially combined acoustic pres-
sure field are plotted in Fig. 2 for two cases of reflection
angles. As shown, the reflected wavefronts travel in the
directions required by the dispersion equation. The fact
that the reflected wavefronts are deflected in the desired
directions indicates a powerful dispersion-based method
of wave manipulation that can be exploited in the art
of deception and camouflage [39,50]. Hence an arbitrary
virtual surface can be created with manipulated reflected
wavefronts to delude detection radars or to cloak sensitive
targets.

III. THE ACOUSTIC METASCREEN:
HUYGENS-WAVEFRONT SYNTHESIS

It is a challenging task to design an acoustic reflec-
tor capable of inducing highly dispersive effects that
would result in an arbitrary Huygens wavefront. Here
we propose detuned Lorentz resonators that are based
on the wave-interference principles to form the sharp
phase characteristics that are required to generate the sub-
wavelength dispersive effects. In a conventional homoge-
neous material, similar steep phase profiles occur in the
spectral vicinity of absorption lines, as necessitated by
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Metasurface Metasurface

metascreen metascreen

FIG. 2. The top row shows the dispersion equation for a 45◦ and a 75◦ metascreen. The center row shows the dispersion profile with
the unit-cell phase as a function of the metascreen x dimension. The bottom row shows a beam-steering application: the phase of the
reflected wavefronts indicating the propagation of the reflected wave in directions at 45◦ and 75◦ (the incident phases are not shown).

the Kramers-Kronig relations [51]. On the other hand,
the proposed cavity-based metascreens work in reflec-
tion mode, which is devoid of any absorption losses
and hence leads to a power-efficient interference mech-
anism to achieve the dispersive effects. Moreover, since
the acoustic resonators are mechanically tunable, the pro-
posed method offers dynamic control over the shape of the
reflected wavefronts that could lead to many exciting new
applications.

Dispersion-based acoustic scattering requires efficient
control over the reflected field phase while providing min-
imum nonradiative losses [38,39]. Furthermore, to obtain
a decent transformational resolution, the unit cells should
be of subwavelength dimensions. We show in this section
that an interference phase profile created by two detuned
acoustic cavities in close proximity can satisfy these two
conditions of lossless scattering and subwavelength reso-
lution and hence can be used in our metasurface design.
To understand the interference phenomenon, let us first
consider the phase profile formed by the waves reflected
from an infinite array of identical Lorentz acoustic cavities
(unit cells), as shown in Fig. 3(a). The reflection coeffi-
cient of the given cavity array is calculated by full-wave
simulations with COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS (the simulation
setup is provided in Supplemental Material [52]). Since the

cavities are made from acoustically hard material forming
a perfect reflector, it can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that the
resulting reflectance is near unity over the entire spectrum.
However, in the absence of an interference mechanism,
the resulting phase spectrum [Fig. 3(c)] has a linear pro-
file with a change of only 0.3 rad in the desired frequency

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 3. (a) The Lorentz-cavity array on top of a rigid substrate.
The height (h) of the cavity is 8/3a and the period (a) of the
periodic array is given by 7/79λ0. (b) The reflectance amplitude
and (c) its phase relative to the change in the wavelength λ0.
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range. In quantum mechanical terms, the periodic array of
identical resonators behaves as a dispersionless medium
with the characteristic bright mode that couples directly
with the incident pressure fields and can be regarded as the
continuum state of the atomic structure.

Next we consider the interference from two slightly
different (spectrally detuned) Lorentz cavities, which are
collectively termed a “binary cell.” From the quantum
mechanical perspective, this second cavity embedded
within the binary cell supports an analogous dark mode
that must be spectrally detuned to be efficiently coupled
to the earlier-observed bright mode. Consider Fig. 4(a),
in which a periodic array of such binary cells is formed
by our combining two slightly different Lorentz cavities .
The detuning effect in a binary cell leading to the resonant
wave interference can be obtained by our varying either
the width (r1/r2) or the height (si = hi/h) of the adjacent
resonator. Henceforth, when an acoustic wavefront is inci-
dent on the binary-cell array, the resulting reflection phase
profile [Fig. 4(b)] contains a significantly steeper phase
variation compared with the single-cavity array (indicated
by a dotted line). As expected, the corresponding reso-
nances shift to lower wavelengths (blueshift) when the
relative cavity widths r1/r2 are reduced. It can be fur-
ther observed in Fig. 4(b) that the ratio of r1/r2 = 2/7 in
this particular design gives the maximum phase-variation

range around the design wavelength (here assumed to
be 790 mm), and hence it represents the most-suitable
value for the metasurface design. From the design per-
spective, it is important to keep all the constituting binary
cells of constant width so that they are uniformly illumi-
nated by the incident wavefront. Therefore, to construct the
spatial-dispersion relation [Eq. (2)] at a particular design
wavelength λ0, we scale the cavity heights (the parame-
ter si) for the periodic binary-cell array in Fig. 4(a). The
reflected phase incurred at the design wavelength is plotted
against the scaled height in Fig. 4(c). A full 2π phase spec-
trum is obtained, corresponding to scaled heights ranging
between 0.95 and 1.2. Video 1 provides the frequency-
dependent relationship between the reflection coefficient
of the periodic binary-cell array and the corresponding
sound-pressure-field distribution inside the unit cell.

Since every binary cell on the metascreen can be
mapped to the phase profile of Fig. 4(c), the smoothly vary-
ing graph corresponds to the enhanced resolution of the
resulting wavefront. The relatively smaller range of the
scaled heights that provide a full phase swing indicates
that the binary cells do not significantly differ from each
other, leading to compact and flat metascreen designs. This
fine resolution that is needed to construct coherent wave-
fronts with no phase discontinuities between adjacent cells
results from the subwavelength period a (lattice constant)

(a) (b)

(c)

B
in

ar
y 

ce
ll

Periodic

Binary cell array

FIG. 4. (a) The periodic binary-cell array on top of a rigid substrate. The height h = 8/3a is kept constant while the height (hi) of
the alternate cell is scaled with respect to the fixed cavity. The period of the binary unit cell is a = 7/79λ0. The side-wall thickness
is t = 1/5a, and the ratio of the width of cell cavities is r1/r2 = 2/7. (b) Reflection phase relative to variation of the wavelength. (c)
Reflection phase for a fixed wavelength of λ0 = 790 mm and scale-height (si) variation between 0.95 and 1.2. The inset shows the
periodic binary-cell array used in (b),(c).
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VIDEO 1. Dispersion visualized inside the unit cell of the
periodic binary-cell array by showing the frequency-dependent
relationship between the phase of reflection coefficient and cor-
responding sound-pressure-field distribution.

of the binary-cell Lorentz array. For example, in the current
design, the binary cells are dimensioned in such a way that
the ratio of the wavelength to the lattice constant (λ/a)
remains above 11.

IV. CLASSICAL COUPLED-RESONATOR MODEL
OF THE DISPERSIVE BINARY CELL

Since the proposed concept of the acoustic metascreen is
based on the principle of interference, its basic constituent
(i.e., the binary cell) can be modeled in terms of the clas-
sical mass-spring system. Subsequently, the resulting band
structure can be studied to have a better understanding of
the underlying modes of wave propagation. The detuned
dark mode cannot exist independently and must be coupled
to the bright mode to get energy from the incident fields.
Hence to represent the interference between the bright and
dark modes, two masses (m1, m2) are coupled together
through the springs to form an infinitely extended peri-
odic structure, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). As depicted in
Fig. 5(a), the force constant (α) for the all the springs is
identical and the period of the structure is 2a. Since the
equivalent mass-spring oscillator model takes into account
the collective response of two vibrating masses (m1, m2),
the displacement of masses can be represented by the
following system of coupled differential equations [53]:

m1ẍ(1)
i = α(2x(1)

i − x(2)
i − x(2)

i−1),

m2ẍ(2)
i = α(2x(2)

i − x(1)
i − x(1)

i+1),
(3)

where x(1)
i and x(2)

i represent the displacement of the
masses m1 and m2, respectively, inside the ith unit cell

of the periodic lattice. Assuming k and ω to be the
wavenumber and the angular frequency, respectively, the
time-harmonic oscillations can take the following forms:

x(1)
i = Aei(kan−ωt), x(2)

i = Bei(kan−ωt). (4)

By replacing the above two solutions in the coupled sys-
tem of Eq. (3) and by applying the Bloch-Floquet theorem
to eliminate the adjacent displacement terms, we can
obtained the following two equations:

m1ω
2 = α(2A − Beika − Be−ika)/A = 2α(A − B cos ka)/A,

m2ω
2 = α(2B − Ae−ika − Aeika)/B = 2α(B − A cos ka)/B.

(5)

The dispersion equation relating the wave numbers to the
frequencies can be extracted from Eq. (5) by elimination
of the constants A and B after the product of the above two
equations has been taken:

(1 − m1ω
2/2α)(1 − m2ω

2/2α) = cos2 ka. (6)

Equation (6) can be rearranged in its quadratic form,

ω4 − 2α(1/m1 + /m2)ω
2 + (4α2/m1m2) sin2 ka = 0,

(7)

which can be subsequently solved to obtain the band
diagram of the spring-mass periodic structure:

ω2 = α

[
(1/m1 + 1/m2)

±
√

(1/m1 + 1/m2)2 − 4/m1m2(sin2 ka)

]
. (8)

Let us first consider the case of equivalent masses (m1 =
m2), which is analogous to the reflection from the periodic
array of identical Lorentz resonators given in Fig. 3. By
incorporating the system parameters provided in Table I
in the dispersion relation [Eq. (8)], we calculate the band
diagram shown in Fig. 5(b). It can be observed that the
bands are nearly linear without any band gap between the
first two harmonic modes due to the dispersionless nature
of propagating waves. This behavior is consistent with the
linear reflectance phase depicted in Fig. 3(c).

Consider now the case when the masses in Fig. 5(a)
are assumed to be different (or detuned). Solving Eq. (8)
yields a dispersion profile that is characterized by splitting
of the first two fundamental bands due to the formation
of the band gap, as depicted in Fig. 5(b). Within the band
gap, only evanescent modes (ki �= 0) can exist. This is fur-
ther explained in the three-dimensional band diagram in
Fig. 5(c), which appears to be continuous in the presence
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(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 5. (a) The classical mass-spring model for understanding the wave propagation in the acoustic metascreen made up of detuned
resonator cavities. (b) The Brillouin diagram illustrating the band structure of the mechanical model. (c) The three-dimensional band
diagram showing both the real-valued wavenumber (ki) that corresponds to the propagating waves and the imaginary wavenumber (ki)
representing the evanescent waves.

of the evanescent modes. Note the similarity between the
behavior of the mass-spring system and its acoustic binary-
cell analog (Fig. 4) in the region close to the band gap
in which the phase with respect to the change in fre-
quency becomes much steeper (δφ/δf → ∞). The binary
cell as the constituent of the acoustic metasurface is oper-
ated in this region of large phase variation. The array of
the detuned binary cells that form the metasurface disper-
sion profile is represented by mass-spring systems with
masses having a different ratio (i.e., m2/m1 = 2). Further-
more, the dispersion response of the mass-spring system is
frequency tunable as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5(b)
for m2/m1 = 1.5.

V. ACOUSTIC SPATIAL FILTERING THROUGH
RESONANT BEAM STEERING

It is often desired to control the flow of sound of a par-
ticular frequency in a desired direction. The conventional
way to achieve this is to use a nondispersive inclined pla-
nar hard surface (mirror) that reflects incident sound along
the surface normal and hence steers it in any particular

TABLE I. The periodically coupled mass-spring parameters
for identical masses and detuned masses.

Parameter Value

a 1
m1 1 kg
m2 2 kg
α 7.4 × 106 N/m

direction. However, this method of acoustic beam steer-
ing indiscriminately reflects all the incident waves. Here
we introduce the concept of frequency-dependent beam
steering that can be used to simultaneously cleanse the
unwanted spectral content in the signal and also to direct
the acoustic wave in the desired direction. With careful
dispersion engineering, such a beam-steering mechanism
can be potentially applied to design novel spectral beam
splitters and demultiplexers [54,55].

Consider the planar beam-steering screen in Fig. 6(a),
which is designed by our arranging phase-distinct binary
cells in the x direction. The particular phase dependence
that would redirect the reflected wavefronts is first obtained
from Eq. (2). The geometrical dimensions of each binary
cell needed to achieve the desired phase are obtained
from the characteristic curve given in Fig. 4(c). For exam-
ple, to obtain a 30◦ deflection of the reflected wavefront,
the scaled-height-to-phase relationship is summarized in
Fig. 6(b). The given height distribution results in a lin-
ear phase profile along the array axis, as depicted in Fig.
6(c). Here it is emphasized that the beam steering can
be achieved over the full horizon due to the fact that the
binary cell is capable of achieving a 2π reflectance phase
change, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Since the binary cell has
a finite width a, the resulting phase profile is piecewise
linear [Fig. 6(c)] and can be designed to be closer to the
ideal linear phase (Fig. 2) by our decreasing the binary-cell
dimensions. The metasurface is simulated under normally
incident planewave condition with use of the full-wave
simulator COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The simulation results
(Fig. 7) show that the scattered field is indeed steered
toward a direction of 30◦ from the surface normal for
the designed 790-mm resonance wavelength. A complete
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(a)

(b)

(c)

P

FIG. 6. (a) Planar beam-steering metascreen in which the
binary-cell resonators are arranged with different scaled height
factors (si) along the x direction to provide the necessary phase
profile at the aperture. (b) Required scaled height (si=1,2,3,...) ver-
sus the coordinate (x/a) to achieve beam steering at 30◦ from
the surface normal and (c) corresponding phase of the reflected
sound ranging from 0 to 6π (phase unwrapped) versus the
coordinate (x/a).

phase wrap allows repetition of the scattered-phase profile
and hence offers two additional advantages. Firstly, it
allows one to design a large screen without discontinuity.

Secondly, it avoids the unnecessary fringing fields due
to phase discontinuity between the adjacent unit cells.
To demonstrate the filtering mechanism, the scattered-
field simulations are also performed at 850 mm, which is
quite far from the designed frequency. As expected, the
metascreen reflects the incident acoustic pressure fields
in the incident direction with a planar phase profile [see
Fig. 7(b)]. The metascreen bandwidth (i.e., range of fre-
quencies within which the angle of reflection remains
constant) is inversely proportional to the sharpness of the
associated phase profile. In the resonant structures, the
steepness can be reduced by reduction of the quality factor,
which one usually does by introducing material damping
or using multiple resonances.

VI. VIRTUAL SOUND SCATTERERS FOR
ACOUSTIC ILLUSION

It is possible to construct a Huygens transformational
metascreen that would mimic the reflection from an arbi-
trary shaped object to delude any intruder who sends
planar wavefronts for object detection. To form an acous-
tic illusion, an arbitrary phase profile can be constructed
from the dispersion equation (2) and the binary-cell array
can be subsequently designed to implement the required
phase profile. To demonstrate the illusion acoustics, we
first observe the reflected-wavefront signature scattered
from a given object and then copy it using the proposed
metascreen. Consider the wavefronts reflected from an
arbitrary corrugated hard acoustic surface comprising peri-
odic triangles that are tilted at 15◦ relative to the horizontal
surface, as depicted in Fig. 8(a). For a vertically incident
acoustic wavefront, the reflected wavefronts are dispersed
away from the surface normal, as depicted in Fig. 8(b).
To mimic the reflection from the triangular surface, the
reflected phase must compensate for the corresponding
phase lead. The corresponding relation between the scaled

(a) (b) FIG. 7. (a) Reflectance phase
of acoustic-scattered-field distri-
bution from the beam-steering
metascreen designed for directing
the wave at an angle 30◦ from
the surface normal at an inci-
dent wavelength of 790 mm. The
designed scaled-height profile in
Fig. 6(c) is repeated periodically
after a phase-lag interval of 2π .
(b) The scattering characteristics
of the designed metascreen in (a) at
an incident wavelength of 850 mm
(far from designed wavelength of
790 mm).
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. (a) A periodic array of ridged surface scatterers consist-
ing of triangular bumps. The arrows correspond to the direction
of the scattered field. (b) The phase of the reflected scattered
pressure field p from the ridge-shaped surface (fields from three
periods are shown).

height factors (si) and the required phases is summarized
in Fig. 9(b). As anticipated, the spatial distribution of the
linear phase also forms a triangular profile as depicted
in Fig. 9(c). The simulation results (Fig. 10) show that
the scattered field at the designed wavelength of 790 mm
indeed resembles the reflections from the actual triangular
surface (Fig. 8). Here it is emphasized that the trian-
gular surface is assumed to be periodic to simplify the
implementation of boundary conditions in COMSOL MUL-
TIPHYSICS. The method is quite general and can be applied
to create finite-sized virtual acoustic scatterers.

VII. RESONANT CARPET CLOAKING

Carpet cloaks have gained interest in recent years as
they offer concealment of objects over a ground plane that
would otherwise scatter the incident plane wave [56,57].
The idea is to wrap the object in a transformational screen
to virtually restore the planar reflected wavefronts as they
are scattered away. Anisotropic cloaking materials often
require complex gradient profiles and therefore they are
difficult to realize [58]. On the other hand, Huygens sur-
faces, such as the one designed in the previous section, can
be robustly integrated to achieve such carpet cloaking. To
implement the cloaking, the dispersive screen is designed
so that the phase shifts of the incident wavefronts are com-
pensated. The object we want to conceal here is again
the periodic arrangement of triangular bumps, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). The triangular surface would reflect the incident
wave along two scattering path in the direction that is away
from the surface normal. Hence the detected reflections
can predict the triangular shape of the surface underneath.
Following a procedure similar to the one described in the
previous section to design virtual scatterers, a metascreen
cloak is designed that can conceal the triangular surface.
When the cloak is numerically placed over the triangular
surface by implementation of the problem in COMSOL MUL-
TIPHYSICS, near-perfect plane waves are originated from
the metascreen and are scattered back in the direction of

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 9. (a) A planar metascreen to control the scattered field
mimicking scattering from triangular bumps. The arrows corre-
spond to the direction of the scattered field. (b) Required scaled
height (si=1,2,3,...) of resonators and (c) corresponding phase of the
reflected field to achieve a scattered field similar to that obtained
with periodic triangular bumps. The design is presented for only
two periods. The piecewise linear profile is due to the finite size
of the binary cell.

the source, as shown in Fig. 11(c). When compared with
the scattering from a flat reflector [Fig. 11(c)], the scattered
field from the cloak is strikingly similar as it maintains
a flat spatial phase profile throughout the far field. The
cloaked metascreen can also work for various oblique

FIG. 10. The phase of the reflected scattered pressure field p
from a flat transformational metascreen providing a scattered
field equivalent to that obtained with triangular bumps (fields
from two periods are shown).
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 11. (a) A periodic array of ridged surface scatterers con-
sisting of triangular bumps. The yellow (red) arrows correspond
to the direction of the scattered field without (with) cloaking.
(b) The phase of the reflected scattered pressure field p of a
ridge-shaped surface with the transformational cloak screen. (c)
Reflected scattered field from a flat planar screen.

angles of incidence to delude intruders who come from any
direction, as shown for the virtual scatterers in the previous
section.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We propose a transformational Huygens metasurface
with a planar geometry that can deflect orthogonally inci-
dent plane-wave acoustic vectors in any desired direction.
To achieve the arbitrary wave reflection, we design the dis-
persion profile of the metascreen by placing dual strongly
coupled Lorentz resonators (termed “binary cells”) whose
aperture phase can be tuned by virtue of the wave inter-
ference with slight geometrical modifications. We derive
a generalized dispersion relation for an arbitrary reflected
wavefront by invoking the Huygens principle. We also pro-
vide a classical mechanical model to represent the acoustic
resonators so that the wave propagation in these struc-
tures can be better understood. Subsequently, we present
full-wave simulation results for a resonant beam-steering
metascreen and a carpet-cloaking device. The beam steer-
ing is successfully demonstrated at a 15◦ tilt with respect
to the surface normal. Near-perfect plane-wave scattering
along the surface normal is achieved from bump-shaped
objects cloaked with an acoustic metascreen. We antici-
pate use of the dispersion-based metasurface design will
open new horizons in the field of deceptive and illusion
acoustics.
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